MENTAL HEALTH

MOMENTS
A FREE, year-long program with resources and activities
to manage emotional health and overall wellbeing as we
co-exist with COVID-19.
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1. Eat Healthy:
Healthy: Eating foods from every color of the rainbow helps
you get essential nutrients, boosts energy, and prevents disease.
2. Don’t Smoke:
Smoke: Smoking is the leading cause of preventable death.
3. Exercise Regularly:
Regularly: Your goal should be to exercise at least 150
minutes per week. You should also do strength training two days
per week.
4. See Your Doctor Regularly:
Regularly: Having a primary care provider who
knows
you, your potential health risks, and your family medical
ds from every color of the rainbow
helps
history will help you stay well.
nts, boosts energy, and prevents
disease.
5. Get Enough Sleep:
Sleep: Sleep affects your mental and physical health.
Aim for
7-8 hours a day.
s the leading cause of preventable
death.

STEP 2 Download materials at bellin.org/lifesaver

DID YOU KNOW NEGATIVE EMOTIONS
CAN BE HARMFUL TO YOUR HEALTH?
Angry people have almost twice the risk of coronary
artery disease and three times the risk of heart attacks.
There’s healing effects in letting go of anger and
embracing a caring attitude to benefit yourself and others.
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MONTHLY RESOURCES:
		

Mental Health Moments – 45-minute live
and recorded webinar with Charles LaTorre, Bellin
Behavioral Health Specialist and Linda Golik,
Bellin Wellness Consultant.
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food you eat can be the most powerful medicine to your system. In
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sleep well, love your body, and repeat this process for life.”
p affects your mental and physical health. – Charles LaTorre, Bellin Behavioral Health Specialist

Email Communication
– introducing monthly
MENTAL HEALTH

WATCH ⊲ For monthly “Mental Health Moments”
live and recorded segments, visit “Bellin Lifesaver
Wellbeing Series” on YouTube and Facebook.

—

topic with educational
content and a short video
MOMENTS
to share with employees or community groups.
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For helpful resources and support,
contact Linda G. at 920.436.8668
or wellnessconsultant@bellin.org.
For 24/7 health system access go to
bellin.org/contact or call 800.528.7883.
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Take action to make healthy lifestyle

Handouts/Posters – with educational content

JUST

ONE

on monthly topic including a recommended app,
guidance from Charles LaTorre, Bellin Behavioral
MENTAL HEALTH Health Specialist, and “Just One Thing” tactic to
MOMENTS implement. Available in English and Spanish.
choices now to decrease your risk of

es LaTorre, Bellin Behavioral Health Specialist chronic diseases in the future.
THING

al Health Moments”
sit “Bellin Lifesaver
and Facebook.
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bellin.org/lifesaver

Interactive Whiteboard – creating social
connections within your team or community.
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Banner Ad – visuals for social media and

don’t blow it

To learn more,
contact Linda G.
at 920.436.8668 or
wellnessconsultant
@bellin.org

digital signage screens.

How does the need to always feel busy affect your health?
In today’s society, being busyLifesaver
is
sometimes viewed as a badge ofWellbeing
honor.
Series
Many of us measure our self-worth by the number
of things we check off our to-do lists. We think the
more we accomplish, the more value we offer
to our work, families, and friends.
For helpful resources and support,
contact Linda G. at 920.436.8668
or wellnessconsultant@bellin.org.
For 24/7 health system access go to
bellin.org/contact or call 800.528.7883.

bellin.org/lifesaver

“Bellin Lifesaver Wellbeing Series”
Facebook and YouTube Channel

bellin.org/lifesaver

– with video links and relevant and timely content.

JANUARY
You are Not Alone

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

Self-Defense

All Stressed
Up and
Nowhere to Go

Celebrating Our
Differences

Slow It.
Don’t Blow It.

Stress management

Diversity and inclusion
through food

Addressing constant
busyness

JUNE
Smart Money

Staying connected
while distancing

Building immunity

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Giving Back

Myth or Fact

Let It Go!

Addressing
health myths

A Month
of Gratitude

Mental Notes

Practicing
generosity

Strong
Statement
Focusing on
physical activity

Anger
management

Focusing on
the positive

Gaining control
of finances

Anxiety and
depression

